As an information carrier with rich semantics, images contain more sentiment than texts and audios. So, images are increasingly used by people to express their opinions and sentiments in social network. The sentiments of the images are overall and should come from different regions. So, the recognition of the sentiment regions will help to concentrate on important factors the affect the sentiments. Meanwhile, deep learning method for image sentiment classification needs simple and efficient approach for simultaneously carrying out pruning and feature selection whilst optimizing the weights. Motivated by these observations, we design a region-based convolutional neural network using group sparse regularization for image sentiment classification: R-CNNGSR. The method obtains the initial sentiment prediction model through CNN using group sparse regularization to get compact neural network, and then automatically detect the sentiment regions by combining the underlying features and sentimental features. Finally, the whole image and the sentiment region are fused to predict the overall sentiment of the images. Experiment results demonstrate that our proposed R-CNNGSR significantly outperforms the state-ofthe-art methods in image sentiment classification.
Introduction
The background of modern information technology has achieved explosive development and application. Social network sites represented by Twitter and Facebook gradually penetrated into every level of life and work of the whole people and had a profound impact on people's behavior patterns and mental models. In particular, social medias in these sites are produced every day, exchanging a large amount of user-generated content (UGC) [1] . Most of these contents are presented in the form of texts, images, etc. Meanwhile, these contents often carry very clear viewpoints and emotions. It is easy to obtain a wide range of communication, thereby stimulating and boosting social events, causing incalculable serious consequences [2] . Therefore, strengthening the automatic analysis ability of social medias and realizing effective early warning and intervention of social media public opinion has become one of the urgent needs and important tasks of the government's public opinion management departments and enterprises [3, 4] .
As an important part of social media analysis, sentiment analysis is one of the hot research topics currently. Government public opinion management departments and related social media platform providers face new demands and challenges for public opinion monitoring and intervention. After social media transitions from traditional texts to images, images can contain rich semantics. Many people tend to use images to express their opinions and emotions. So, how to quickly and correctly obtain sentiments from images and videos is becoming more and more important in social media analysis. Moreover, images often express a mixture of different sentiments and the attention of different people may concentrate on different image regions and have totally different sentimental feelings for the images. So, we can get the conclusion that the sentiment of images should come from different regions of the images. For this reason, detecting the sentimental regions in the images will help to improve the sentiment classification performance.
Recently, neural network has been widely used [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Specially, convolutional neural network (CNN)-based sentiment classification methods have shown superior performance of sentiment prediction against traditional label sentiment classification methods for images [6, 7] . Rarely, image sentiment researches based on CNNs consider the recognition of sentiment regions. And these works mainly use the target detection methods to produce the sentimental region candidate set and does not use the local information around the object as a supplement for classification resulting in inaccurate sentiment classification results [4, 8] . Moreover, the common regularizations are mainly used for preventing over-fitting in weight level and ignores the sparse character of the network. So, these regularizations are worst for obtaining compact networks for image sentiment classification. In this paper, we design a region-based convolutional neural network using group sparse lasso for image sentiment classification, which can combine the low-level features and high-level sentimental features to determine the emotional regions, utilizing group sparse regularization for the deep neural network. Then, we fuse the sentiment of the whole image and detected sentimental regions to get the final sentiment predictions. Specially, the recognition of the image sentiment regions should be considered when the sentimental region candidate set is generated, which means that the local area including the object is considered, and the surrounding background is also considered for common analysis, thereby obtaining a more accurate image emotion area and improving the image emotion prediction effect. Through group sparse regularization and fused sentiments, sentiments from different regions could be effectively leveraged for learning.
Our contributions are summarized as follows:
First, we design a novel CNN-based framework called region-based convolutional neural network using group sparse regularization (R-CNNGSR) for image sentiment classification to analyze image sentiments, which integrates sentiment information of whole images and regions into a CNN based model for effective learning; Furthermore, we propose group sparse regularization based on ℓ 1 and ℓ 2, 1 regularizations. Group sparse regularization is utilized in modeling to handle the sparse learning of deep neural network.
Experimental results demonstrate the superior results of our proposed R-CNNGSR compared with several state-of-the-art methods in four benchmark data sets for image sentiment classification.
Related work
Through the development of computer vision, predicting the sentiment of images has been an interesting and meaningful research topic recently. There are two main methods to handle the prediction, which are dimensional models [9] and categorical models [10] .
Dimensional models use a few basic spaces for sentiment description, and categorical models use classification methods to predict the sentiment labels, which are obvious for common people understanding and thus have been mainly used by most previous work. Specially, categorical models can be divided into single-label and multi-label classification depending on the number of predictions [6, 11] . In traditional image sentiment classification, an image is in general associated with one or more sentiment labels, which belong to categorical models [11] . In these methods, extracting features are the most important component for classification performance. Among the used extracting features, low-level features of the images are the most commonly used features due to the simply automatically generation methods. But these features can hardly reveal the sentiment in the images. Most current researches use sentimental semantics for classification. These sentimental semantics are mainly obtained by extracting features through machine learning methods, and the classification performance is depending on the extracted features. However, there exists a semantic gap problem for this task, which means the uncertainty between low-level features and high-level semantics of images [12] . So, hand-crafted features based on art and psychology theory are designed to prove the superior performance than low-level features in some practical usages, such as sentiment in painting. Moreover, fused multi-modal features are proposed for the different benefits of low-level and hand-crafted features.
On the other side, deep neural networks such as CNNs can extract high-level features from the images [13] [14] [15] [16] . And the high-level features including more semantic information is good at image sentiment analysis. So, CNNs have been widely used in image sentiment classification and show certainly an improvement. Among the CNNs, very deep convolutional networks for large-scale image recognition known as VGGNet shows that a significant improvement on the prior-art configurations can be achieved by pushing the depth to [16] [17] [18] [19] weight layers [17] . So, VGGNet and fine-tuned VGGNet with 16 layers or 19 layers have been widely used for extracting deep features of images and improve the classification performance of image sentiment [7, 8, 18] . These deep features are the high-level features including more semantic information which is good at emotion analysis. Moreover, in order to use large scale yet noisy training data to solve the sentiment prediction, a robust CNN-based model known as progressive CNN (PCNN) for visual sentiment analysis is proposed recently. PCNN progressively selected a subset of the training instances to reduce the impact of noisy training instances and got prominent improvement [19] . However, these works did not consider the important effect of image regions with rich sentiments for classification. Yang et al. proposed a framework called ARconcatenation to leverage affective regions which is the first time to use regions of images for sentiment classification [8] . But the framework highly depends on target detection method EdgeBoxes which is an object recognition method [20] and not suitable for sentiment region detection.
Problem definition
Given an input image, the purpose of R-CNNGSR is to classify the image into different sentiment label. Suppose that we have C sentiments s = {s 1 ,s 2 ,...,s C }, and N images for training x = {x 1 ,x 2 ,...,x N }. Each image x n has been labeled by one sentiment in s. In this paper, we only consider binary classification which means that there exist only two sentiment labels: positive and negative. For consideration of sentiment in different regions of the images, we define R sentiment regions r = {x n1 ,x n2 ,...,x nR } which are detected in image x n . On the other hand, in order to express group sparsity at neuron level for compact network, different groups should be considered and we define g as groups in the CNN.
The predicted probability d x n ¼ fd
g of sentiments for the image x n is used for image sentiment classification, where d s c x n is the probability of sentiment s c for image x n and represents the extent to which sentiment s c describes x n . So, we can classify the image x n as the max value sentiment in s c . d ¼ 1 which mean that the sentiment probability is non-negative and s can describe the sentiments of the image fully.
Let us denote by f(x;w) the activation values of the last fully connected layer for the whole image x n . In R-CNNGSR, only original images are used in training the deep model to get initial sentiment classification model. And w is the weight of the deep model. Specially, fs c (x;w) is the activation value for sentiment s c . Through the initial model, we can compute the sentiment of detected sentiment regions x nr for x n . The deep neural network is trained by minimizing the following objective function:
where L(•, •) is the suitable loss function for image sentiment classification, and R(•) is the used regularization in the model learning.
In image sentiment classification, the purpose of our proposed method is using sentiments of whole images and important image regions to get compact deep model for predicting sentiment labels of images. In order to capture local and overall sentiments of images in model learning, we propose a deep CNN-based framework that can extract and integrate sentiments of whole images and important image regions for sentiment classification learning. For the challenge of getting compact deep model in training, group sparse regularization is used for image sentiment classification learning.
Proposed method
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , we design a deep CNN-based framework called region-based convolutional neural network using group sparse regularization (R-CNNGSR) for image sentiment classification, to utilize sentiment regions for learning. CNN has shown strong capacity in image sentiment classification. So, in the R-CNNGSR framework, original images are fed into a pre-trained CNN model which is VGGNet used in this paper. But CNN model should be modified, because the number of outputs of the last fully connected layer in VGGNet, which is a sentiment classification layer, is 1000. The sentiment labels in R-CNNGSR are positive and negative. So, the number of outputs should be assigned to the number of sentiment labels which is 2. In R-CNNGSR, we use softmax function to convert the network outputs. Then, the sum of the final outputs will be 1. So, the final outputs can be seen as the probabilities of different sentiments. For deep learning, KL loss is utilized for penalizing the mispredictions according to the dissimilarities. In addition, R-CNNGSR uses group sparse regularization to keep the network in the compact. Then, the CNN model is used to calculate sentiment similarity in sentiment regions detection. After that, the sentiment of whole images and sentiment regions are fused according to the area weight to generate the overall sentiment predictions of the images.
Region-based convolutional neural network
As a distance measure, KL divergence is widely used as training loss called KL loss in image sentiment classification [7, 21, 22] . KL loss measures the similarity between the ground-truth and sentiment prediction: 
know that it penalizes the dissimilarity of ground-truth and predicted sentiment labels. So, we use L KL as the loss function L(•, •) in R-CNNGSR. The sentiment region detection in R-CNNGSR is inspired by the idea of selective search algorithm [23] . But we consider the sentiment similarity for regions merging which is import for image sentiment classification. In detail, we use original images with sentiment labels to train the CNN model for sentiment classification. After that, we can use the initial CNN model to predict the sentiment label of proposed image regions generated in sentiment region detection for the merge iteration process. The probability of the regions belonging to different sentiment categories is predicted, so that the sentiment scores of the sentiment regions of images can be obtained. In order to calculate the sentiment similarity of different sentiment regions, cosine similarity function is used. And we can get the similarity of different sentiment region candidates. Then, sentiment similarity combined with color similarity, texture similarity, size similarity, and shape compatibility in selective search algorithm are used to merge and handle candidate regions. In addition, the sentiment region recognition also adopts a series of filtering measures to delete candidate regions whose aspect ratio is too large or small, and whose area is too large or too small, and finally automatically generate the sentiment region candidate set of the original image. The detail steps of sentiment region detection method are given in Fig. 2 . Firstly, we generate initial candidate regions a well-known processing method: graph-based image segmentation. This method is also used by selective search method. Secondly, unsatisfied candidate regions are filtered. As we know, candidate regions whose lengthwidth or width-length ratios are great and the pixel which are small are not important for image sentiment classification. In order to filter these unsatisfied candidate regions, filtering measures are used to delete candidate regions Fig. 1 The framework of our proposed R-CNNGSR that do not meet the requirements of length-width or width-length ratios and pixel. Thirdly, regions similarity between each candidate regions pairs are computed. Then, candidate regions with high similarity are merged and related candidate regions are removed from the candidate region set. After doing this, we can compute the updated similarity of existing candidate regions and merged regions. This step will loop until there exist no candidate regions. After acquiring the image sentiment area candidate set, the final sentiment prediction of the image can be started. R-CNNGSR calculates the probability of belonging to different sentiment labels of all sentiment regions in the sentiment region candidate set. We think that sentiment regions with larger area play greater roles in determining the overall sentiment of the image. For this reason, we perform a weighted averaging method through the area ratio to combine sentiment of all sentiment regions. Moreover, we combined the sentiment probabilities of all sentiment regions plus the sentiment probabilities of the original whole image to obtain the final sentiment prediction of the image. The fusion calculation formula is as follows:
where Y * is the probability value that the predicted image belongs to the different sentiment labels, and area(•) represents the area of the image or detected sentiment regions. The final sentiment category predictive value is the sentiment category to which the maximum value belongs.
Group sparse regularization
The main purpose of traditional ℓ 1 and ℓ 2 regularizations are preventing over-fitting problem in learning from training data. ℓ 2 is the most common regularization in deep learning and used for weight decay. ℓ 1 regularization is also known as lasso [24] . ℓ 1 can produce sparse outputs at single level which is useful in sparse learning. ℓ 1 and ℓ 2 belongs to weight-level regularization.
In order to get sparse outputs in group, group lasso also known as ℓ 2, 1 are proposed and show better performance in weight sparse learning [25] . Since group lasso loses the guarantee of sparsity at single level, it may still be sub-optimal. To address this problem, sparse group lasso considers sparsity at both single level and group level [26] . Two kinds of groups are considered in R-CNNGSR, which are input groups and hidden groups in the CNN network. Input groups include neural network component which is the vector of all outgoing connections from the input neuron in CNN. Hidden groups include neural network component which consist of the vector of all outgoing connections from one of the neurons in the hidden layers of CNN. As we have known, in order to obtain compact neural network, the input and hidden neuron should be considered in group-level sparsity. As defined, g i are input groups and g h are hidden groups in the CNN. In order to obtain compact neural network, we present group sparse regularization using sparse group lasso. Group sparse regularization can keep the group sparsity structure. At the same time, it permits single sparsity. Using group sparse regularization can get compact neural network which is more beneficial for image sentiment classification. In detail, group sparse regularization R gs is calculated as:
Moreover, ℓ 2 regularization is used to prevent over-fitting. The definition of R ℓ 2 is given below:
In R-CNNGSR, group sparse regularization and ℓ 2 regularization are used simultaneously. So, the overall regularization R in R-CNNGSR can be obtained by adding R gs to R ℓ 2 through weighted regularization combination:
where ξ 1 and ξ 2 are the regularization parameters to balance the importance of the two components in objective function. The complexity of the different regularization term R gs or R ℓ 2 is equivalent and it is given by O(Q), where Q is the number of network parameters.
Experimental results and discussions

Implementation details
In this paper, we choose four image sentiment classification data sets for comparison, which are IAPS subset [27] , Abstract [28] , ArtPhoto [28] , and Emotion6 [29] . Table 1 shows the details of the data sets. IAPS subset is derived from the International Affective Picture System called IAPS [30] , which is a common sentiment data set that is widely used in sentiment classification research. IAPS subset contains 395 pictures, and all the images are labeled by eight emotions which are the components of Mikel's wheel [27] . The eight emotions are amusement, contentment, awe, excitement, fear, sadness, 
disgust, and anger. The first four belong to the positive sentiment and the last four belong to the negative sentiment. There exist 806 artistic photographs in ArtPhoto, which are collected from a photo sharing website. Abstract contains 228 paintings. Emotion6 is widely used as a benchmark data set for emotion classification, which contains 1980 images collected from Flickr. In order to build binary classification data set, we transfer the emotion labels to sentiment labels. Emotions play a key role in human life as they operate as motivators, such as anger, disgust, amusement, and awe. These emotions can be defined as complex psychological states. Emotions can be positive or else negative, which belong to different sentiment category (positive or negative). Specifically, image emotion is often called image sentiment for binary classification (positive or negative). All emotion labels in the datasets can be divided into three groups, which are positive, negative, and neutral sentiments. So, we can delete the images of which dominant emotion is belonging to the neural sentiment. Then, the labels of remained images are changed to positive and negative sentiments according to which sentiment the dominant emotion belongs to. And we can get binary sentiment classification datasets. Image examples for emotion distribution learning are shown in Fig. 3 . The images in the top row are positive image samples and the images in the bottom row are negative image samples. All images come from the IAPS subset, Abstract, ArtPhoto, and Emotion6 data sets. All data sets are randomly split into 75% training, 20% testing, and 5% validation sets. The validation set is used for choosing the best parameters of our methods.
In the experiments, R-CNNGSR is built on VGGNet containing 16 layers [17] . We change the number of the last fully connected layer outputs to the number of sentiments which is 2 in this paper. We use KL loss in the loss layer. The learning rates of the convolution layers, the first two fully connected layers, and the classification layer are initialized as 0.001, 0.001, and 0.01, respectively. We fine-tune all layers by backpropagation through the overall neural network using mini-batches of 32, and the total number of epochs is 20 for image sentiment classification learning. Moreover, we had tried several different parameter configurations in the cross-validation fashion for ξ 1 and ξ 2 from 0.0001 to 10 using validation sets. Through the experiments, we had found that ξ 1 = 0.001 and ξ 2 = 0.0005 will achieve better and stable performance. For filtering measures to delete candidate regions in the sentiment region detection method, we exclude candidate regions whose length-width or width-length ratios are greater than 5 and candidate regions which are smaller than 200 pixels.
In order to check the superiority of our proposed R-CNNGSR, experiments are conducted for comparing it with four baseline image sentiment classification methods. In this paper, classification accuracy is used as the performance measure to compare different image sentiment classification methods. All our experiments are carried out on a NVIDIA GTX TITAN X GPU with 12 GB memory.
Results and analysis
On image sentiment classification
In order to verify the superiority of R-CNNGSR proposed in this paper, we compare R-CNNGSR with four image sentiment classification methods in experiments, which are VGGNet, fine-tuning VGGNet, PCNN, and ARconcatenation. For a fair comparison of these methods, all VGGNet-based methods use same backbone network which is the 16-layer network for learning. In this way, we do not need to consider whether the performance is improved by the backbone network or the proposed model. PCNN is a novel progressive CNN architecture that can leverage larger amounts of weakly supervised data. The ARconcatenation method is the first to incorporate affective region recognition into image sentiment classification. The proposed R-CNNGSR in this paper integrates sentiment similarity computing into sentiment region recognition and can obtain image sentiment regions more accurately. Figure 4 shows the example of detected sentiment regions in R-CNNGSR. The top image is the original image, and the bottom images are sentiment regions generated in R-CNNGSR. Specially, sentiment regions whose length-width or width-length ratios are greater than 5 and candidate regions which are smaller than 200 pixels are removed. From the figure, we can see that the generated sentiment regions in R-CNNGSR not only consider the targets in the image, but also consider the background in the images. And the background is important for sentiment classification. Through this way, we can predict the sentiment of the image more accurately. Table 2 shows the sentiment prediction results of R-CNNGSR and the other four methods on four benchmark data sets. Italics indicate the best of the accuracy evaluation index values. It can be seen from the experimental results in Table 2 that R-CNNGSR greatly improves the prediction effect compared with the traditional CNN algorithm. Moreover, compared with the existing prediction algorithm ARconcatenation that uses affective region recognition, R-CNNGSR can also improve the accuracy of sentiment prediction. It can be seen that our proposed R-CNNGSR can improve the recognition effect of the sentiment regions by introducing the sentiment similarity of the regions in region merging and finally improve the sentiment prediction level of the entire image.
On effect of different regularizations for R-CNNGSR
In order to check the effect of group sparse regularization in R-CNNGSR, we perform experiments on Emotion6 data set using R-CNN with and without group sparse regularization. Classification accuracy is also used for classification performance comparing. Firstly, we set ξ 1 = 0 to get R-CNNGSR with R l2 . Secondly, we set ξ 2 = 0 to get R-CNNGSR with R gs . Finally, we use both components of regularization to get R-CNNGSR with R l2 and R gs . Then, we compare these R-CNNGSR methods using different regularizations, and the results are shown in Fig. 5 . From the results, we can detect that the performance of R-CNNGSR in image sentiment classification is improved by using group sparse regularization R gs , which reveals the effectiveness of R-CNNGSR by obtaining compact neural network for classification. Moreover, R gs plus R l2 can also improve the performance of only using R gs for the reason that R l2 is useful for preventing over-fitting. Through using R l2 and R gs simultaneously, the performance of sentiment classification has been significantly improved. This paper discusses how to effectively identify and use image sentiment regions to help improve sentiment analysis in image sentiment classification learning. A novel CNN-based framework named region-based convolutional neural network using group sparse regularization was proposed, in which sentiment regions and compact network are effectively considered. Firstly, the initial sentiment prediction model is obtained by CNN using group sparse regularization. Then, sentiment, color, texture, size, and coincidence similarity are considered to detect the sentiment regions. Finally, the sentiments of whole image and sentiment regions are fused for image sentiment classification. Extensive experiments on four real-world data sets revealed that the effectiveness of R-CNNGSR in image sentiment classification through fusing the sentiment of important image regions and utilizing group sparse regularization. Sentiments of the image can be present in multiple labels, so future research will extend R-CNNGSR to handle multi-label sentiment prediction problems.
Abbreviations CNN: Convolutional neural network; IAPS: International Affective Picture System; PCNN: Progressive CNN; UGC: User Generated Content
